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I have always been driven by curiosity and the desire to travel 

the world. My fascination is underpinned with questions such 

as: “What is life like for others and how do other people live on 

our planet, how diverse is nature and what else is out there and 

beyond?” Pursuing answers to these questions has led me 

on numerous photo trips to India, the Philippines, Thailand, 

Vietnam, Japan, Mexico, Australia, USA, Brazil and Ecuador. 

The lens becomes my eyes and I literally devour my experiences 

and document them forever. Finally, in 2001, a photo trip brought 

me to South Africa. I liked it so much that I moved here with my 

wife, Sandra. We decided to make Cape Town the center of our 

lives. We now share the beauty of this city with our two children. 

My curiosity for Africa hasn’t abated as I find myself traveling 

more than ever. Whether portraying her people, animals or 

landscapes, I find that Africa is good for my soul. It is rich, 

genuine and satisfying.
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This image I captured on my first photo safari expedition through Southern 
Africa. Two friends had joined me on this adventure with my own car and roof 
top tent from Cape Town to Botswana and Namibia.

I can still recall it as if it had been yesterday. It happened to be our last evening 
before heading back home, so we decided to have a proper breakfast with egg 
and bacon the next morning. Everybody was looking forward to this as we used 
to go out mostly with no breakfast, having tea and a biscuit on the way. 

I was woken up by my inner voice talking to me: “Klaus, you have to go out 
otherwise you will miss out.”
I followed this voice, woke up my friends and off we drove to where we had 
already observed a lion pride the day before. 

The timing could not have been better. There he stood, the Lion King, looking 
over the land waiting for his lionesses to return from their early morning hunt. 
The scene was electric. There was silence all around me. I could hear the warm 
wind blowing through the dry grass of the Etosha plains. 

The Pride with which the lion stood there filled us all with indescribable emotion. 
Nobody uttered a word; we did not want to break the majesty of this moment. I 
simply pressed the shutter – that was it.  
The “Pride of Africa Collection” was born.

I am very proud to share with you this amazing picture on that special day, 
which changed the path of my career and life, in that one definable moment.

PRIDE OF AFRICA * This print is sold out in the 149 x 85cm. Other print sizes are still available, but pricing may differ from the price guide included in this brochure.
Please check www.martinosner.com for pricing and availability.
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We are crossing the “Serena Pomp” valley. My eyes feel weary from being on the lookout all day. 
We enter my favourite area of the park, the hills on the left is inhabited by a leopard with one cub 

and on the right of the valley is territory to a lioness with three cubs who are often spotted near 
some rock formations. In the valley itself nests a family of vultures high up on a tree. Funny, 

although it is such a good spot to take photos, I had not been successful here at all. 

As we enter into the shade of the valley, the air gets colder and I roll down my sleeves.  It is early 
evening but the light is dim due to the cloud cover. Before we head further, I discover a group of 
giraffes strutting through the valley. The giraffes come close together making a beautiful sight 

and I do not want to disturb them. I tell my guide to slow down the car and approach carefully 
as I take a couple of shots.  Just then the sun comes out from under the clouds on the horizon 

and the giraffes patterns gleam and stand out beautifully, I feel this is the moment. I press the 
shutter a few more times just knowing I have captured a truly majestic moment. 

 

 

TRILOGYSouth West of  Emarti Hill
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We had been following this specific lion pride for two days. Then the 
unforgettable happened – I was witnessing for the first time how 
lioness hunt as a group. It was exciting; my pulse raced as they teamed 
up and crept closer to their desired prey of zebra. Very sadly their hunt 
ended unsuccessfully. 

I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw the whole group of lioness walking 
towards me. I felt a great shot happening. The sky was dramatic due 
to the developing thunderstorm building up in the darkening sky. I let 
them come closer to me and held thumbs to not have them turn away. 

I could see the frustration in their eyes, discouraged and still hungry. It 
was a unique moment, a brilliant composition. It just felt right. 

I am very honoured to share this special memory with you. 

ALLIANCE
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While lying in the back of a seat less Land Cruiser and watching the fireflies dart 
about against the blue of the Masai Mara sky speckled with stars, I am filled 
with a sense of contentment from the passing day’s events. This feeling of peace 
is a moment that will be immortalised in my memory forever, overshadowing 
the challenges I had faced. The day began with a simple scene, my driver and 
guide, John, spotted a lion lounging in a solitary tree which stood proud over 
the tall grasslands. Yes, this year the grass in the Mara was so unusually tall 
that even lions had to climb trees to get a better view! After hours of patiently 
waiting in the hot sun and dry air of the Mara, now hungry and thirsty, the male 
lion finally awakens from a deep slumber and jumps down from the tree, landing 
heavily with a thud. We recognize this lion as Semi, aka “Earless”, the adopted 
son of one of the famous “Notch boys”, a feared and respected gang of of lions in 
the Mara. Although fairly young “Earless” is an extremely strong and fearless 
lion; and as a result of some of his brave fought battles he is now missing a left 
ear. Wading through the thick grass “Earless” begins his call. He then stops in 
the shade of the tree to await an answer. Sunlight breaks out on him and I see my 
opportunity to capture this moment; the stature of the animal says everything 
about him: fearless and majestic. He stands proud and dominant in a world 
where he is king. With the light now fading every minute his roar continues to 
rumble ever louder across the plains. Eventually his stepfather answers and 
appears in the distance. The two lions greet each other extensively as if they 
haven’t seen one other for a while. Then, they walk off side by side, clearly with 
some kind of plan in mind. John and I are bursting with excitement, hoping our 
day of patience will finally be rewarded. Slowly we follow them into the deep 
grassland until we reach a riverbed full of buffalo enjoying an evening drink. 
Frustratingly we then lost sight of the two lions as the high grass impaired our 
vision. The light had now become so dim that we could hardly make out the track 
in front of us. The atmosphere was electric, heightened by dramatic clouds in the 
darkening distant sky. Suddenly I spotted “Earless” and his stepfather again as 
they were peering out of the grass on the other side of the river bed. I increased 
the ISO sensitivity on my camera more and more, still hoping for “that” one shot 
to happen as the lions circle ever closer to the herd of buffalo. Funny, even though 
I knew that any pictures I now shoot will be too grainy and lack quality for the 
Pride of Africa collection, I just could not put my camera down for one minute.
We could feel that the lions were very close and a kill was inevitable, but sadly 
the light became impossible for photography and dangerous for us to find our 
way back to camp, so regrettably we left the scene, consoled solely by the fact 
that I had captured at least one great shot of Earless in all his majesty.

INTREPIDITY  

NEW RELEASE 
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SOLIDARITY # 3Maasai MaraNEW RELEASE 
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UNION # 1
Burrungat Plain
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 MARA HARMONYMaasai Mara
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When we discovered these three Cheetah brothers in the early morning hours on 
a little hill nearby our camp they formed a beautiful composition, which I was 
privileged enough to capture. 

Usually Cheetahs are solitary animals but sometimes they also group up to 2 
or even 3 animals. I was told by a ranger later that only male cheetah do this. 
Because a hunt is very exhausting for them, they sometimes stay together to 
split the effort. 

Then these three beautiful cats woke up, stretching and yawning and 
repositioning themselves all the time. Then, the one at the top of the hill paused 
as he spotted a group of gazelles in the valley below him. 

After I took this picture they all got up slowly stalking through the grass silently, 
head down before crouching while waiting for the perfect moment to conclude 
the hunt.  

I was amazed how quickly such a peaceful situation can change and it becomes 
a situation of life or death for the cheetah’s prey. 
It was a special moment. 

BROTHERHOOD # 4 
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MARA HARMONY # 2South of Musiara Marsh
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FROLICBurrungat Plain
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When shooting wildlife my whole life revolves around the weather, 
the behaviour of the animals and the right composition in the just one 
moment. 

While on safari in the Etosha Pan, Namibia, I was looking for a 
composition that would reflect the harmony and peacefulness that I 
felt there. 

I went out on this overcast day to find this scene like a hidden treasure. 
When watching the open terrain filled with numerous ostriches, zebras 
and giraffes, I could feel the nature of the land unveiling to me. 

HARMONY
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FROLIC # 2Maasai Mara
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As we could not cross the Talek River due to a heavy down pour so we had 
to consider an alternative route. Luckily we could arrange last minute 

accommodation at a Safari Lodge along the river who offered us a room in their 
staff quarters as they were fully booked for the night. At least it was a clean dry bed 

and thankfully we could start out bright and early the following day. That night 
I sat for hours with the chefs and rangers of the lodge, huddled around a cozy fire 
and talked about all the experiences we connect with in the Mara. What a special 

memory! I woke up early to the smell of burned wood and the rattling of dishes, 
as the lodge’s staff prepared breakfast.  I felt energetic, motivated and expectant. 

After a quick cup of tea and some rusks we set off for the day. It had been a blissful 
week thus and the memory of Malaika, the mother cheetah, and her cubs is still 

fresh in my mind. 

Thanks to the brilliant tracking skills of my Masai guide, we eventually caught 
up with the cheetah family in the early hours of the morning. You can see Malaika 

is still restless and on the move. She moves up and down a little elevation looking 
for a gazelle. We know they are very hungry because she has not had a successful 

hunt for at least three days. Her six cubs, about three weeks old, are also unsettled 
as they feel their mothers tension. This goes on for hours. Later, on the horizon we 

see a handful of hot air balloons taking flight. The sound of the burners unsettle 
the family even more. Once the balloons move on Malaika starts to relax.  Finally 
there is silence and our patience is rewarded as the family seem to gather around 

to have their portrait taken. It was just enthralling to shoot this magnificent scene 
capturing their grace but also vulnerability. 

Just after I took the photo the clouds move closer and it started getting dark on the 
horizon. I hear thunder and as a gust of wind stirs the air and the clouds continue 

to build we head back to camp.  What a brilliant day!

DYNASTY # 3 Maasai Mara
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DYNASTY # 3 Maasai Mara



REVERENCE # 2 Maasai Mara
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Today the sky is covered with clouds. The hot air passes through my hair and it feels like it will begin to rain any minute. Dramatic 
cloud formations change hourly  and every now and then I see a crack of lightning in the distance. The atmosphere feels electric. 

We stopped the vehicle in the central Mara Plains to simply admire nature. Breathe deeply, draw in the smell and let your eyes gaze 
into the distance. Feel part of the moment. As I look through my binoculars scanning the open plain for an interesting sighting, I 
get a glimpse of something moving a  few hundred meters away. I look again, there seems to be young cubs playing around a dead 
tree stump. They might be cheetahs but I am not sure. 

We approach carefully as I do not want to disturb their play. As we get closer, I realise it is Malaika, an extraordinary cheetah with 
her cubs. I am able to get one or two really good exposures but then we realise there are only five babies, we suspect that something 
must have happened to the sixth cub which we saw a few days back. 

Over radio we make contact with the rangers. They tell us that lions attacked the night before and that one cub was missing. One 
can see that while the young, innocent and energetic bundles are playing, their mother is focused intently on something else. From 
time to time she lets out a despairing cry for her missing baby. It is touching. Some time later Malaika walks off as her cubs stay 
close to her side, following her instinctively. We decide to observe from a distance. Later when we catch up with them, we find 
Malaika sitting next to her missing cub lying dead in the grass in front of her. Looking at her face I am sure that I can see tears 
running down the black lines under her eyes. It is heart wrenching. 

The other cubs are not to be seen. She probably hid them somewhere along the way.  It is extraordinary for a cheetah to give birth 
to so such a large litter, then having to bring them up on her own is without doubt a difficult task. Malaika is trying hard to give 
her best but we know that only two cubs stand a realistic chance of surviving. Sadly, this is nature. We leave her in peace and drive 
off. I truly hope that the other cubs will be safe for now and I wish that when I return next time I could see them as young strong 
adult cheetahs gracing the Mara plains, but I know this is only a dream.

INNOCENT PRIDE # 2Maasai Mara
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It was close to dawn and the park rangers had warned us of severe rainfalls, 
which can make the tracks on the grassland soon impassable. Instead of getting 
worried I felt excitement as I was hoping for a dramatic scene with the clouds 
moving fast. We managed to catch up with the two lionesses that we had already 
observed through out the day. I could feel the air filling with rain and thunder. 

The two lionesses were moving jerkily from sitting to standing as they could also 
feel the change of weather. My guide was pushing me to leave. But I wanted to 
get this shot. I got down to the eye level of the animals and then suddenly they 
both looked at me. This was it – the perfect position. I knew instinctively that 
this had to be a great picture. It started to rain heavily and we headed back to 
camp quickly. 

I personally love this picture of the two lionesses on the rocks – it is a true 
portrait of the “Pride of Africa”. 

LAST LIGHT
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SANCTUARY # 1Sitsh Pan, Moremi
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OBSERVANCEMaasai Mara
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Something drew me to the riverbed of the Chobe River. I had not been 
very successful with getting the perfect shot as it had rained for weeks 
in the area before we arrived and lot of land was impassable or flooded. 
The fresh clean smell of air filled my lungs and there was a different 
feeling this morning. 

I had waited for hours at the riverbed when suddenly a family of 
elephants approached the scene. I could feel my pulse beating fast 
when the Matriarch positioned herself between us, and her family. 
There was no way for us to move. 

I waited impatiently while the herd was drinking at the rivers edge. It 
seemed to take forever – then, finally, the Matriarch rejoined the group. 
When they turned around to walk away, I saw a picture happening.  I 
had Mother Nature on my side. The colour in the clouds and the tree on 
the right – it just set the scene. It made my day. 

MATRIARCH # 1
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BROTHERHOOD # 1Burrungat Plain
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 Every so often, due to a predicable routine, I am able to spend several days with a specific group of 
animals. This pride of  lion started to return to a favourite spot every day, plus the location is just 
beautiful from a photography point of view.

The pride hunt at night, feed early in the morning and then move onto the forest where they can 
play and rest during the heat of the day. Although observing their routine and starting to foresee 
some behavioural elements it still requires a lot of patience and good fortune to get the perfect shot.  
We are early today, the pride just arrived back from feeding and while the older lions are already 
looking for a comfortable spot under the trees, the youngsters are full of energy. The cubs are 
about six months old. There is a hustle and bustle as they climb trees and chase each other around. 
Although I take great pleasure in just watching, I need to be alert all the times. I lie on the floor of 
the vehicle squeezed between seats, with both cameras resting on beanbags in front of me. The Grey 
Crowned Crane is calling in the high trees and the helmed guinea fowls chatter around us as if 
commentating on the performance unfolding. 

Suddenly it all comes together, I squeeze the shutter just knowing that I have got a great shot.It is 
such a harmonic atmosphere, what a privilege! 

SPIRIT OF  DISCOVERY South of Musiara Marsh 
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SPIRIT OF  DISCOVERY South of Musiara Marsh 



Time is always critical when I am shooting and sometimes situations arise that 
I never thought of before. 

I was waiting for a group of lions that were still eating their prey of a giraffe, 
when I suddenly heard a cracking of branches in the bush behind. I asked my 
friend Michael, who had joined me this time on safari, to reverse the car. 

Suddenly this huge mammal appeared on my left, obviously disturbed by our 
car. My heart was racing. I luckily had the camera on my lap and I pressed the 
shutter. I only realised later what a truly powerful picture I had captured.  A 
moment that I will not soon forget. 

MATRIARCH # 2 
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After I had already captured the most amazing wildlife in the Masai 
Mara, Amboseli and Tsavo National Park, I decided to head north east 
of Mount Kenya to Lewa Conservancy area. 

We camped at night and always woke up very early in the morning, full 
of excitement to hopefully see the unique black rhino. 

Park rangers warned me that the black rhino is very shy compared 
to the white rhino and even the slightest irritation can make them 
aggressive and move quickly. 

On one particular morning, as the sun rose, we were watching over 
Lewa’s plains with the hillsides in the background. 

Very slowly a black rhino approached the grassland from the distance. 
As it came closer, I couldn’t believe my eyes. This was out of this world. 
I had never seen a rhino of such beauty; with a horn of almost half a 
meter in length. 

When the rhino was only about 45m away, my finger was shaking at 
the trigger of my camera. Suddenly the rhino looked up at us. This gave 
me the chance to press the shutter exactly three times before it turned 
away again and disappeared in the open field. We were stunned and in 
total awe of this incredible creature. A colossus like from ancient times 
standing in the grassland as it was reigning over its kingdom - so big, 
so strong but so delicate. 

I am very proud to share this amazing photograph with you, and I hope 
to create more awareness of this precious African animal. It must be 
protected. With this image I also want to conserve its beauty while we 
still can. 

MONARCH OF LEWA
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SOLIDARITY # 2Maasai Mara
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Sometimes it feels like a mystery, driving long distances through the plains of the 
wild not even seeing a bird flying past. This particular afternoon when driving across 
the Etosha Plains in Namibia, we stopped and opened the windows, just to break the 
monotonous habit that you can easily fall for when there is nothing to see. 

I listen to silence all around me, it amazes me every time I am out there. Hearing the 
soft wind blowing over the grass plains left and right and the sun burning on my skin, 
then cricket sounds get louder, while I am watching down the dry white dusty road in 
front of us. A little bug is crawling across the road. 

We start the engine again, almost feeling refreshed from this little break and drive 
on. When we get around a little bend, leading onto another straight stretch of dusty 
road, suddenly, hundreds of zebras are blocking our way! I have never seen this before 
and asked myself, “why here? The grassland does not really look much different to the 
one before?” 

Through the open car window you can easily reach out stroking a zebra’s head. Quiet 
and patiently, the zebras stood in the heat of the afternoon. Some are grazing but 
mostly they are grouping together in pairs or quadruplets. Time seems to stand still. 
Only when the zebras in front of us move out of our way we can carry on, in walking 
pace. 

Clouds build up on the horizon and move over the grassland. A harsh wind blows over 
the plains as if you had opened a large door for a draft to come through. The feeling of 
rain and thunder fill the air. It’s electric.  

We drive on, as the clustering herds start moving in different directions. A pair of 
zebra is heading in the same direction as us and we try to keep up their pace. I hold my 
camera on the beanbag, which is resting on the opened window. My sight stays on the 
zebra pair trotting by.  When my friend stopped the car for another zebra to cross the 
front of our car, it was my moment. 

One of the zebras looked up to me. I press the shutter. That was it. I was able to 
capture this electric scene. The picture is filled with a lot of drama and when looking 
at the picture today I feel, the moment of silence and the non-expectance of the wild. 

DUO # 2 
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PRIDE AND JOYMaasai Mara
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We passed the vast area of the dry-lake bed of Amboseli Lake. Amboseli’s 
earlier name “Empusel” meaning, “salty and dusty place” in Maa, expresses 
this part of the Maasai land at its best. 

The contrast between the arid areas of the dry-lake bed and the oasis of 
swamps also fascinates me the most about this area.

The space in this area feels unreal. It seems like your eyes can literally travel 
endless. While the sky and the land are melting into one on the horizon, the 
scenery stays the same. It feels like standing still although we are moving 
forward in relatively fast pace. A huge cloud of dust travels with us behind 
our car.  

Like a falling star, appearing from nowhere, a group of elephants showed up, 
marching across the salty plains on our left. They were moving towards Lake 
Kioko, a lake that can be discovered on the map not far from our current 
position. 

It’s amazing and always a miracle how elephants travel these long distances 
in their search for water. Capturing the herd from behind described how I 
felt in this particular moment. It’s an image of contrast, the sun lightening 
up the horizon emphasises the uncertainty of what lies ahead of us and yet 
the determination of movement by the elephants gives the atmosphere of 
peacefulness. 

The social cohesion among the elephants somehow reaffirmed in the endless 
expanses of the dried out land. When reviewing this photograph later, I felt 
immediately reconnected to this special day. 

JOURNEY TO KIOKO LAKE
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I find myself adrift in a huge tract of untouched nature along the Sand River 
territory close to the Tanzanian border. We drive over a ridge which over looks 
the  small valley when I see a gathering of about thirty-thousand animals who 

must have just crossed the river a short while back. I was stunned! 

After watching silently for a moment, we carried on down the hill making our 
way through the enormous herds of wildebeests and zebras. It is priceless, a 
moment I will never forget. We meet an old friend along the way and after a 
quick chat we drive on. The rock formations ahead of us are just incredibly 

beautiful. My guide suddenly bumps me with his elbow. He points to a lioness 
hiding in the long grass. 

A single lioness is a strange sighting as they usually hunt in groups. We stop 
the car in a good position between her and the herds … I get my camera ready. 
The lioness looks strong and healthy. She stalks up to the gnus and then runs 

into the herd breaking them apart. Sprinting in between them, it seems like she 
cannot decide which one to choose … it feels like she is playing a game and not 

actually hunting. 

As she strolls back, we unobtrusively follow her to the other side of the rocks 
where a small herd of buffaloes are grazing peacefully. She approaches them 

carefully, instinctively looking for the weakest among the group. In a split 
second she sprints towards them trying to separate the young buffalo. But, to 

her surprise, five big buffalo take action and start chasing her. We intently 
watch this spectacle finding it enthralling and amusing at the same time. 

Ruthlessly the buffaloes pursue her as the jumps up onto the rocks to avoid 
there horns. That was a risky game, I though to myself . Exhausted she looks 

into the distance, while plotting her next move, offering me the opportunity to 
portray her from an exciting vantage point. 

SOLITUDE # 2
North of Sand River 
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DIGNITYNamibia
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After three weeks in the Masai Mara, Kenya during a special safari as my dear 
wife Sandra had joined me on this trip, I wanted to make every one of her ten 
days an unforgettable experience. Five hours by car from the Mara to Nairobi 
we eventually took over our own rental 4x4 Land Cruiser with roof top tent. My 
friend and guide, John Masek, a Masai, accompanied us. After driving out of 
Nairobi (city traffic is not made for a rural Masai!) he took over the steering 
wheel and I sat back and experienced the world unfolding outside us. 

Simple wooden stands selling fruits and vegetables or sometimes even just the 
raw fruits piled up at the road’s edge. It was a busy road with lots of trucks. We 
sweated in the heat of the day without the comfort of air conditioning. When 
we entered the turn off for the Amboseli National Park at sunset, Sandra was 
already suffering from a headache … Too late already to enter the park so we 
camped on the outskirts. It felt like a new world and as if we had put our feet on a 
holy land. In the backdrop we could envision the enormous Mount Kilimanjaro 
as it glowed transparently through the fog of clouds. 

Exhausted from the journey we all fell asleep under the massive starry sky. 
Well rested we could not await for the park gates to open in the morning. To 
familiarise ourselves with the vast majestic land around us we headed towards 
the viewpoint, “Observation Hill”. What a diverse landscape unfolded below us, 
from grassy swamps to desert dry sandy plains to volcano rock surfaces. Still 
admiring and taking in where we were, John called us to have a look at the herd 
of elephants crossing the plains towards Lake Kioko. 

Full of excitement I jumped into the car, the viewpoint definitely seemed higher, 
experiencing it downhill. We reached the road in good time to be ahead of the 
herd so that I could work out the best position for this photograph. Slowly the 
group approached, they stayed very tight together, always giving protection for 
the little ones in the centre. Then the tall elephant in the middle lifted its trunk 
– what a perfect moment!

THE CROSSING # 1
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THE CROSSING # 1



ADVERSARYMaasai Mara
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Over the past days I had captured numerous images of this lioness with her 
three cubs.

Being a father of two kids myself, it was lovely to see them playing around 
and to get to know their different characters and personalities. This was the 
essence of the picture that I wanted to bring across. I tried many variables – 
different lenses, exposures, times and positions. But none was right.
Then, half an hour before sunset, I had Mother Nature on my side. I fired 
away many shots but only one of the whole series was the long awaited 
image. 

This picture is a miracle to me: the sovereign and pride mother, surrounded 
by her three cubs:  the cheeky on the right, the shy enjoying a cuddle on her 
mother’s back and the attentive on the left. 

UNION # 2 
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DYNASTY # 1Keekorok
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FIDELITYMaasai Mara 
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VIGILANCEOkondeka, Etosha Pan
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I feel very delighted to have been able to capture these two 
reticulated giraffe. Their number in the wild/conservancy areas 
worldwide is only a few hundred.  

The major difference to the common giraffe is the polygonal 
shaped liver-red spots, outlined by a network of bright white 
lines. 

For me, this image denotes a special atmosphere of freedom 
entwined with calm peacefulness on the open grasslands of 
Africa. 

VIVACITY
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UNITYOpens Plains - Lewa
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HARMONYOkondeka
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I sit under the awning gazing down at the river where the hippos usually gather. 
Today there is no sight of them. All I hear is the continuous patter of rain on the 
thick canvas of my tent. 

It is the last day of my photo trip in the Mara and I feel like I must to get out 
into the bush one more time. Yes, just one more time to draw in the smells and 
sounds of the wilderness before returning home to the “ordinary”.  It is already 
late afternoon, and even though it is still raining, I am intent on going out for 
a game drive, as my experience has taught me not to predict an out come in 
wildlife photography, even if the weather and light appears unsuitable.

The Velcro on the removable side covers of the Land Rover are worn out and 
fails to close properly. Slowly water finds its way through the little openings and 
I can hardly see anything through the fogged plastic windows. It doesn’t take 
long and we are soaking wet and cold. The plains are deserted with no animals 
in sight, perhaps they are feeling the same way as us. 

We stop the vehicle to warm up with a hot cup of tea poured from an old 
flash.  Quickly our cold fingers turn red wrapped around the warm cups. My 
Masai guide and I sit, sipping tea while talking about our different lives and 
traditions. Time seems to stand still. The flask is empty and we already feel the 
cold creeping back into our bones, disappointed, we agree it’s probably wise to 
return to camp and cancel the excursion.

Suddenly while crossing the plains on our way back to camp, the sky opens,  just 
enough for the sun to send some majestic rays through the dark clouds.  Like a 
miracle a mother and baby elephant appear from the left moving at a swift pace 
through the wet grass. 

What a farewell gift! It proved to me yet again that one should never stop 
trying. What only matters is that you are out there giving yourself the chance to 
experience the wild and witness the unpredictable.

UNISON# 2North of Emarti Hill
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The elephants in Amboseli are the best-known free-
ranging elephant population, due to ongoing studies 
of their habits dating back to 1972. The population 
in Amboseli of some 1200 elephants ( figure 2011) 
is one of the few in which these animals span the 
whole family range from newborn calves to wise old 
matriarchs in their sixties. I love the majestic way 
in which these three great creatures are walking 
towards me. For me, this one brief moment truly 
incorporates everything that this extraordinary 
species stands for: social complexity, longevity and 
intelligence. I hope that I have captured all of this 
through my lens. 

MATRIARCH # 4Amboseli, Kenya
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AFFIRMATIONAmboseli National Park
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The day before taking this picture we discovered this 
leopard with a hunted bushbuck. It was raining for 
the first time in months, which made it impossible for 
me to take a good picture. The leopard had managed 
to pull his prey up the tree before nightfall in order to 
keep it safe from other big cats and hyenas. I decided 
to camp the night near the tree. When I woke up the 
next morning I could smell the diverse plants of the 
savannah, which seemed to come alive after the rain. 
I looked at the tree to see the leopard resting on a 
branch, watching contentedly over his kingdom – an 
exceptional picture to take.

SENTINELNamibia
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I had observed this rhino grazing in the open terrain 
of the Etosha pan for a long time. It felt so peaceful to 
witness this pre-historic, endangered animal. It was 
so quiet – only the shutter of my camera disturbing 
the scene. Shortly after I had captured this precious 
moment, the rhino went to hide behind the bush on 
the left. A massive swarm of birds flew up, and at the 
exact same moment a lion jumped out of the same 
bush, disturbed from its peaceful nap. He looked just 
as surprised as I was! 

SOLITUDE # 1
Etosha Pan
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AURAGobatsaa Hill
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Africa is a land of contrast and diversity. This immense 
continent has drawn people’s attention for decades. 

For some it is fascinating because of its rich cultures, 
diverse landscapes and wild animals – for others 

it is still a mystery, a land far off that they know 
very little about. It is also a continent in transition 

– modernization is moving forward while culture 
and heritage is trying to stay alive, a change that is 

presently a challenge to Africa and the world. Africa’s 
spirit has drawn me in, has focused my attention – to 

capture the beauty, the mysterious, the fascinating and 
the unbelievable in the most precious and 

unique gifts of this continent. 

REVERENCEEtosha Namibia
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BROTHERHOOD # 5Sitsh Pan, Moremi
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I recall a windy Saturday morning in August 2010, awaiting a meeting with a certain photographer, Klaus Tiedge. 
A mutual friend, Tina, had asked if I could make time to view his portfolio. I normally don’t accept one-on-one 
viewings with a potential artist, but was persuaded by Tina that this photographer was worth considering. 

The door opened and in walked Klaus, wearing a large grin and carrying an Apple laptop under his arm. After 
explaining his desire to move over from commercial to fine art photography, he placed his laptop down in front of 
me and asked for my complete honesty. His wildlife images sped by with monotonous regularity. Well exposed, well 
lit, well cropped animal portrait after animal portrait filled the screen. Quietly, I was rehearsing my “predictable” 
speech – impatiently waiting for the slide show to come to an end. When it was finally over, I explained in the nicest 
way possible way that I was not interested. 

“Ja,” he said, “but…” 

“Well, Klaus,” I explained, “this work is better suited for stock libraries and calendars, but it’s not exhibition 
material.” His face dropped as he got up from the table. 

He picked up his computer, thanked me for my time and was about to go when he asked, “can I show you one more 
picture?” 

I said, “OK, as long as it is very different from what we have just seen.” He showed me a magnificent photograph of 
a male lion shot with dramatic backlight – simple, but captivating.  

“Is this your picture?” I asked surprisingly. 

“Ja,” he replied. 

I exclaimed, “why on earth did we waste so much time when you have work like this?!” He laughed, and explained 
that he had just bought an expensive telephoto lens and was impressed with the quality, and this is why he took so 
many closely cropped pictures. I said, “Klaus, in this photograph  I see the animal, I experience the environment, I 
feel Africa! If you bring me more images like this, I will offer you a solo exhibition.”  

“Oh my God!” he said, stood up and shook my hand, thanked me for my time, and left.

Over the next six months, Klaus embarked on a number of expeditions – each time returning with exciting imagery. 
After a while, I noticed a defined style appearing in his work, demonstrating an amazing ability to portray the 
animals in an adept, vogue-like manner. One almost got the feeling that the compositions had been pre-determined, 
posed and stylised – as if they were for the front cover of a glossy magazine. I firmly believe that this ability is a 
subconscious influence from his days as a commercial photographer. Image after image turned up on my desk with 
regular flurry, portraying the wild in all its grandeur – Klaus Tiedge style. 

In January 2011, we sat down to put together selections for his first solo exhibition. It was at this meeting that I 
realised just how serious this artist was about his work. Although he had sufficient images for the show, he still felt 
that he needed to go on one more trip. 

A few weeks later he left for the Masai Mara in Kenya, armed with a personal guide and intense enthusiasm. After 
three weeks I received an sms which read, “Lots of good pictures on my hard drive… heading for home, see you 
soon – Klaus”.  Once again his work was brilliant! His photography had matured even further, and his more recent 
images were some of his best.  

Since a very successful launch, Tiedge has progressed from the springboard of Cape Town to international acclaim, 
showing in the Far East, Europe and America. Many curators, art collectors and wildlife enthusiasts have seen 
what I saw on that first day. 

Now, five years down the line his work has matured even more. Introducing a new square format has allowed him 
to strengthen his compositions making even more use of the environment. He has improved his uncanny ability to 
portray the scene at it’s best. 

With immense patience he has produced wonderful imagery, making us proud of Africa. His compositions are not 
unlike window dressing a shopfront that sells African heritage. You add in the props and spotlights, and then with 
everything in perfect order – voila! you have Klaus Tiedge photography, perfect in every way. 

Take a bow, Klaus Tiedge, your passion is electric and your photography has moved far beyond the predictable to 
the unforgettable. Well done, I wish you all the very best for the future! 

Forward by 
Martin Osner
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